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Abstract

OpenGL is getting used more in window system as a way of improving
performance and enabling new functionality. Examples of two systems using
different approaches of how OpenGL is being used are Quartz Extreme and
Fresco. Quartz Extreme uses window composition which assures fast redisplay
and Fresco on the other hand uses a structured graphics approach which utilises
OpenGL on a much lower level compared to Quartz Extreme which operates at a
window level. Fresco’s way brings great flexibility and an ability to mix 2D and
3D-objects on the desktop. But each of the approaches has its problems; Quartz
extreme requires a large amount of memory for buffering of the window contents
and Fresco has performance problems when redisplaying complex structures.

Keywords: Window systems, OpenGL, Fresco, Quartz Extreme, Structured
Graphics, Window Composition
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

A window system is the part of an operating system that makes it possible to
have a graphical environment consisting of a desktop with several windows at
one time. Such a system normally allows the windows to overlap each other and
to be moved around freely on the desktop. Traditionally these systems have
been implemented by having a single frame buffer representing the screen. All
windows are drawn by their application directly or indirectly to to the buffer
[1].

Recent development in the area of window systems have had a desire to use
the previously much unused calculating-power of the new 3D-graphic cards. To
mainly use the CPU of the computer to render the graphical user interface when
a powerful device specialised in graphical operations was available seemed like a
waste. In the gaming world, which to a great extent has pushed the development
and popularity of the graphic cards available today, there exists several libraries
that makes the use of the GPU1 easier. One of these libraries is OpenGL, a
library or API-specification developed by Silicon Graphics in the beginning of
the 90s. It is a general purpose drawing API with support for both 2D and
3D operations. Even if it in the beginning was mostly used in CAD/CAM
applications it became quite popular in the gaming industry as well.

The fact that many consumer cards is supported by OpenGL made it a
interesting option when looking for ways to access the power of the GPU from
a window system.

Traditional window systems have had problems performing a number of the
basic window operation in a satisfactory way. The systems make use of the
graphics hardware for drawing 2D-primitives, blitting, filling rectangles and
more, but in spite of this they are not able to resize or move a window without
problems with tearing, flickering and lagging. As an example; when moving
a window one may notice that parts of the window being moved stay behind
for a short while. This is because when a window is moved it reveals a new

1Graphical Processing Unit
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area, an area which was previously hidden by the window, this area need to
be updated or refreshed. Refreshing an area is usually done by asking the
application or applications that have windows that occupy parts of the area to
redraw themselves [1]. If the applications are unable to refresh fast enough it
leaves the screen in a non-correct state that is visible to the naked eye.

In other words this problem could perhaps be avoided by having fast and
efficient drawing routines. This was also showed by Guilliaume Mailliard when
he created a proof-of-concept for Blue Eyed OS2 using the X-Window System.
Blue Eyed OS is an operating systems which aims to be similar to the Be OS
but implemented on top of the linux kernel and using the X-Window system
(X). Because of the fact that X is often singled out as the part making the
desktop experience on unix-like systems so poor he wanted to prove that this
was not case. In his prototype he created a simple desktop with a few windows
which could be moved around without tearing or flickering. According to his
report [2] on the prototype this was accomplished by reducing communication
between server and client, using the memory of graphic card, using a minimal
set of X11-functions and also being more careful not to redraw things when not
needed.

But the image-models of the modern systems are becoming more complex
often using path based drawing with support for translucency. Something which
simplifies the actual usage and gives the developers a more powerful way of
representing window content. But as it usually is; this more complex way of
drawing means a decrease in drawing-performance. And besides this, a modern
window system should also allow a more flexible way of presenting the windows.
The ability to have a window appear at several places at once, scale windows
and in other ways transform windows are things that are requested due to new
types of functionality.

All of this means that ways must be found that avoids performance prob-
lems at the same time as supporting the new functionality. Much of this new
functionality may be hard to implement in an elegant and efficient way using
traditional methods like blitting. And it is important that the window system
supports this new functionality or at least presents a way of implementing it
in a good way. Since one way or another a certain type of functionality will
be implemented in the desktop environment on top of the system. If the win-
dow system itself does not present a good way of implementing a feature it will
probably be implemented in a rather bad way in the toolkits and applications.

An example of this is how translucency is implemented in KDE which is a
desktop environment built on top of the X-Window System. In this environment
one can choose to have menus translucent. This translucency is achieved by
copying the area beneath the menu just before the menu becomes visible. This
copy is then tinted and used as the background of the menu. This solution does
have a number of problems. First of all it is quite CPU-intensive and can create
a delay between the click requesting the menu and the actual pop up of the
menu. Another problem is that changes made to the area below the menu are
not reflected as they should be since the background of the menu is not updated.
It is not true translucency.

2http://www.blueeyedos.com
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1.2 Problem definition

A way, which is becoming more and more popular, of trying to solve these
problems and at the same time being able to handle the new functionality is
to make use of some form of hardware accelerated drawing. There exists two
major hardware accelerated general purpose drawing systems today; OpenGL
from Silicon Graphics and Direct X developed by Microsoft.

Moving away from the simple approach of having a framebuffer and applica-
tions writing to it and instead moving towards a more complex solution utilising
OpenGL will allow some new functionality to be supported but it may also add
some problems. OpenGL was primarily designed for visualising 3D-objects and
environments used in CAD/CAM-applications and virtual reality systems. A
rendering system suited for such systems may not be transferred directly for
usage in a 2D window environment.

1.2.1 Research questions

In this thesis I will try to answer the following questions.

• What usage is there today of OpenGL in Window systems?

• In what ways are OpenGL used?

• What are the strongpoints/weakpoints of the different approaches?

• What problems can the use of OpenGL hope to solve?

1.2.2 Methodological approach

• A survey
I have done a survey of how window systems work today, what problems
are related to window systems and in which systems OpenGL is currently
being used.

• A case study
The survey resulted in a number of systems with more or less different
approaches which were grouped into categories and from each of these
categories I selected one system. The ones selected were put through a case
study to find the real differences, similarities, weaknesses and strengths.

• Prototyping
Through implementation of simple prototypes I was able to experiment
with functionality and test for possible weaknesses of the systems from
the case study. These prototypes isolated and implemented the relevant
functionality of a window system using the approach of each system. The
results from the experiments helped to point out weaknesses and strengths
of the each approach.



Chapter 2

Window systems

A Window system is responsible for handling more or less everything related to
the graphical user interface. This functionality can be summarised as handling
creation, deletion, drawing, interaction and alteration of windows.

Even though it is not specified what parts and what functionality should
be provided by a window system, it is often possible to separate such a system
into three logical parts; a window server, a window manager and a library of
graphical widgets.

• Window server
The window server is the central part of the system, it communicates both
with the applications and the hardware. User input from mouse, keyboard
and other input-devices are handled by the window server and delegated
to the correct application. The server keeps information on which window
is active so that when e.g. a key is pressed this event can be sent to
the application owning the window. For an application, or client of the
window server, to be able to present itself it communicates the instructions
for this to the server.

• Window manager
Most windows on a system share behaviour, a number of controls and
decorations. Windows of different applications should look and behave
in a uniform way; controls for closing, minimising should look the same
for every window. A way to achieve this is to gather this functionality
into a logical unit, the window manager. This collection of functionality
can be implemented in numerous ways, in the X-Window system it is
implemented as a special type of client process. This makes it very loosely
coupled to the system and it is really a 3rd party application which is
implemented by each desktop environment.

But this is just one way of doing it, on more closed systems the window
manager is often closely integrated with the other parts of the window
system. Either as a part of the window server or as a part of the widget
library perhaps implemented as a Window-class. It all depends on the
design and architecture of the system.

6
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The manager handles user-input and in some cases translates events into
higher level events sent to an application. If the user clicks on the close
button on a window the actual click is handled by the window manager
but an event requesting the window to be closed is perhaps sent to an
application.

Figure 2.1: Example of an empty window with controls

• Widget library
The window system usually do not require the developers to work directly
with pixels, and instead has some form of drawing library which abstracts
the creation of primitives like lines, circles, rectangles and more. In order
to simplify the creation of the graphical user interface even more and make
sure the look of different applications is consistent a library of commonly
used widgets can be implemented on top of the drawing library. Such a
library may consist of buttons, table views, labels, menus and more and
does not only specify the appearance of the widgets but also the behaviour.

Figure 2.2: Example of some typical widgets.
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2.1 OpenGL in Window systems

OpenGL1 is an API for creating realtime 2D and 3D-graphics developed by
Silicon Graphics in the early 90s and is implemented on many platforms and
supported by most modern graphic hardware. But how and why a 3D-library
should be used in a 2D-window system may not not be all that obvious, so let
us look at what window system actually does.

The purpose of a window system is to take care of several windows which
can all move in 3 dimensions; Y - up, down, X - left, right and Z - in front of
and below other windows. Traditionally the placement along the Z-axis merely
decided whether a window should be visible at a certain point or not. A window
at a certain point could not visually be above or below another.

Each pixel on the screen belongs to visible partion of precisely one
window [3].

As the need for more and more functionality becomes required of a window
system this way of looking at things no longer works. By allowing translucent
windows it means that a pixel indeed can belong to more then one window.
To be able to handle this a form of pixel blending must be introduced. When
more than one window occupy the same pixel the value of that pixel must be
calculated by combining all of the windows’ properties in that point. One can
blend in many different ways but typically one wishes to take color and alpha-
values into account [3].

Using OpenGL as the base of a window system does allow the introduction
of blending and translucency in way that keeps the complexity of the actual
blending outside the actual window system.

2.1.1 Window composition

Window composition done using OpenGL is quite similar to the solution pre-
sented by Keith Packard in his paper on translucency in X-Window System, in
which he describes a possible solution of how to bring translucent windows to
the X-Window system [3].

The content of every toplevel window is buffered in off-screen memory and
the final view of the desktop is formed by taking all of the window buffers
and blending them together into a single frame. Keith, because of the fact
that his work was done on the X Window system, makes use of the image
blending functionality found in the X Render Extension when performing the
final composition of the desktop and not OpenGL.

When doing the same thing using OpenGL there are a few things that needs
to be considered; to easily be able to work with the window buffers they need
to be made into texture objects. Once the buffers are texture objects they can
with ease be applied to any surface created [4]. The desktop scene consists
of flat rectangular objects each one representing a window with its size and

1http://www.opengl.org
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position and the final image is formed by applying the texture objects to its
corresponding surface object and then letting OpenGL render the entire scene.

During the composition the server must have fast access to all buffers of the
windows involved in the operation. Since every window, that is not minimised
or in another way hidden, may be involved in the composition it means that
every single pixel of those windows must be kept in memory since letting the
application provide the buffers on request as in a traditional systems would lead
to delays in the composition process.

Caching window content in this way has its benefits and drawbacks. Since
the window server itself has all data needed to draw the entire screen it relieves
the clients of the window server from having to redraw their windows every time
they are exposed. This decreases the communication between the clients and the
server which speeds up screen refreshing. But on the other hand caching all of
the windows in this way dramatically increases the amount of memory required
by the window server. Normally a window server only consumes memory for
the framebuffer and perhaps a few extra buffers for double buffering2 and more.
The memory usage of traditional system running at a resolution of 1600x1200
pixels using 32bit colour would be around 7.3MB.

1600 ∗ 1200 ∗ 32 = 7.3MB

The important thing to note is that this amount of memory needed in a
system like X-Window system is quite constant3, while the memory needed by
a window system using window composition very much varies on the number of
elements in use and the properties of these. A session at the same resolution as
the previous example with 2 maximised browsers and 3 terminals open would,
besides the memory used for the actual framebuffer, consume:

(1600 ∗ 1200 ∗ 32) ∗ 2 + (500 ∗ 300 ∗ 32) ∗ 3 = 16.3MB

A session can of course involve many more windows but the example shows
in what way the approach drastically increases they need for memory.

For OpenGL to be able to work with the buffers and apply them as textures
they must be stored in a place where it can access them. Normally this means
in VRAM4 but even if most new graphic cards of today are equipped with at
least 64 MB of memory it creates a very hard limit on the number of windows
that can exist at the same time. Such a limit cannot be accepted in a normal
workstation desktop system where the user expects to be able to open as many
windows as he/she likes. So this approach requires either some sort of virtual
memory solution for the texture memory which swaps hidden and/or unused
window buffers out to the main memory of the computer or not to use the
VRAM directly at all and instead let OpenGL work with textures stored in
main memory and access them via AGP.

2Drawing to an off-screen buffer which is later swapped with the on-screen buffer.
3It does vary due to caching of some bitmaps
4Video Random Access Memory
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One of the strongpoints of the window composition approach is that the
actual drawing of the window content can still be done in the traditional way
since windows are still represented as bitmaps. This means that is possible to
transform a window system using traditional rendering to use this approach and
maintain compatibility with old applications. Since being backwards compatible
is important for most commercial vendors this may be why this approach is as
popular as it is.

Another benefit of having all windows as individual buffers or bitmaps is
what the window system can do with them. Since the system has very easy
access to the window content it is not limited to just displaying windows in
their normal sizes and positions, it is free to use the bitmaps to achieve effects
and functionality by scaling, moving and performing other transformations on
them.

Besided pure effects when minimising and maximising windows this kind of
transformations can also be used to improve or enable totally new user interface
solutions. Most desktop environments on unix-like platforms have support for
virtual desktops, that is; the ability to have several desktops that one can switch
between. These desktops are often presented to the user as a list of minimised
views of each desktop. This view displays the windows of each desktop as
coloured rectangles of the corresponding size and position. Having access to
the actual window bitmaps would allow this view to present a more accurate
view of the desktop and also let the user to see changes to windows not on the
current desktop.

Figure 2.3: Example of a virtual desktop view in the X-Window system.

On Mac OS X, which has been using the composition approach for some time,
there exists a number of applications which makes use of this. WindowShade is a
system enhancer which makes it possible to when minimising a window, instead
of having it disappear into a dockbar, minimise onto the desktop allowing the
user to still see things happening in the window.

And as yet another example, in the 4th release of the system a feature named
Expose was introduced, when using this feature the user is given a zoomed out
view of the desktop. Every window are scaled down so that all windows can be
fitted into the screen. In this zoomed state the user can then select a window
to be brought to the front.

Today many of the major windowing systems using the traditional approach
have been altered or are undergoing alteration to use window composition. Mi-
crosoft will in their next major upgrade of the Windows operating system co-
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denamed Longhorn use the Avalon Desktop Composition Engine5 which, as the
name suggests, uses window composition. Avalon will of course not be using
OpenGL but rather use Microsofts own Direct X but the principles are the same.
Apple has since their move to Mac OS X been using window composition. In the
beginning the composition was entirely software based but in the third release
of the system they introduced Quartz Extreme6 which makes use of OpenGL in
the composition of the desktop. The alternative window systems for unix-like
systems DirectFB [5] uses window composition using both OpenGL and other
rendering systems. The XFree86 window system which is the most commonly
used window system on unix-like platforms does not yet use any form of com-
position but there exists several unofficial attempts of bringing OpenGL-based
composition to it. An example of this is TransluXent7, a proof-of-concept cre-
ated by Gilbert Baumann which only uses VRAM. Also worth mentioning is the
branching8 of the official XFree86 source tree which, headed by Keith Packard,
will create a window system using composition probably quite much like the
one proposed in Keith’s report ”Translucent Windows in X” [3].

2.1.2 Structured Graphic

The window composition approach is a way of handling already rendered win-
dows, the approach does not involve the actual rendering of the window content
in any way. The structured graphics approach has skipped the step of first
rendering each window to a buffer and then applying it to a surface before
rendering it and instead directly renders every component of the window using
some library like OpenGL [6]. The internal model of the scene can be directly
converted into OpenGL structures and rendered. This approach removes the
limitations of having only flat windows objects on the desktop, the model can
contain true 3D-objects which are handled and rendered in the same way as
ordinary windows.

Every component in the scene is a graphical object which may contain other
graphical objects and/or draw itself using lines, rectangles, paths and more. As
an example; the button in figure 2.4 would not be composed of bitmaps but
the button would rather directly describe itself by drawing the lines needed.
Together these components construct a directed graph as seen in the image
below. The entire scene is represented in this graph. Since the objects on the
screen are described by lines, rectangles and more there is no need buffer any
pixels, there are no pixels to be buffered. This means that this approach only
need to consume enough memory to hold the scene graph.

The final image of the desktop is constructed by traversing the graph from
the root and letting every node translate itself into drawing commands which
are later executed.

This approach presents the same benefits as the window composition ap-
proach when it comes to presenting and transforming a window. A window

5http://msdn.microsoft.com/Longhorn/understanding/pillars/avalon/default.aspx
6http://www.apple.com/macosx/features/quartzextreme/
7http://www.stud.uni-karlsruhe.de/ unk6/transluxent/
8http://www.freedesktop.org/Software/xserver
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Figure 2.4: A simple scene graph.

should be able to exist in several different places, scales and other transfor-
mations at the same time. Using the window composition approach this was
achieved by simply allowing the same texture to appear on multiple surfaces,
the same thing could using structured graphics be accomplished by letting a
graphic-node exist on multiple places in the scene graph.

Transforming a component or window in this kind of system is very much
like transforming an object in a normal 3D scene [4, 11], this means that a
transformation like scaling can be performed without loosing quality in the re-
sulting image. A bitmap-window scaled to twice the original size would become
pixelised or appear smeared since the missing pixels filled by approximated val-
ues. A structured graphic window would, on the other hand, be rendered in the
same quality only bigger. This is at least true if the graphics in the scene-graph
are vector-based and not bitmap-based.

There are not that many window systems that uses this approach, those that
do exists are pure experimental research projects or in such a state that they
are unusable for a normal user. Fresco9, formerly Berlin [6], is the one project
aimed to be system for the end-user and a replacement of the X-Window system
on unix-like operating systems.

9http://www.fresco.org



Chapter 3

A look at implementations

The window system is the layer in an operating system upon which the graph-
ical environment is build. The type of environment decides to a large degree
what functionality is needed to be provided by the window system. A desk-
top environment on a PDA-device may be limited to only displaying fullscreen
windows. This fact removes the need for the ability to move, resize and scale
windows which greatly simplifies the functional implementation of such a sys-
tem. I have chosen to only look at window systems suitable for usage on a
normal desktop workstation.

3.1 Basic functionality

This report is mainly aimed at the purely graphical parts of window systems.
I will not go into functionality like support for input handling, network trans-
parency and other non-graphical functionality that could exist in a window
system. The functionality listed below is what I have found to be expected of a
modern window system.

• Damage repair
The repairing of damaged parts of the the screen is a fundamental function
upon which many of the functions below depend. A part of the screen is
damaged when the content in the framebuffer does not match what is
represented by the internal model of the window system. This may be
because of a change to the content of a window or due to the fact that a
window was moved or resized. It is up to the window server to make sure
that these parts are repaired by updating the framebuffer with new and
valid content. Because of the fact that the damage repair is depended upon
other functions, poor performance of the repair will result in problems in
the other functions.

• Update a window
Updating a window is basically a way of letting the window server know
that an area is damaged. In traditional systems this is all that is done since

13
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the actual drawing is done when the server requests it of the application
and in systems that use some form of buffering the alteration of this buffer
is probably done in advance.

• Move a window
Besides updating the coordinates of the window in the internal model an
area of the screen needs to be damaged. This area differs a bit if systems
supports translucency or not. If it does not only the newly revealed area
needs to be damaged but if the system does support translucency the
combined area occupied by the window before and after the move needs
to be damaged.

• Resize a window
To resize a window basically involves two things; rearranging the widgets
and redrawing the affected parts of the window. The widgets need to be
rearranged because some of them may have been told to follow a certain
window-border or to resize themselves along with the window. The rear-
ranging and redrawing may in them selves take quite some time so it is
important that the window system does not add too much overhead to
the operation.

• Scale a window
Displaying a window in a different scale than 1:1 means not only that the
size of the window is scaled but also that the actual content of the window
is scaled.

• Translucency
It is important to note the difference of translucency and transparency.
Even if the words are sometimes used interchangeably there is an impor-
tant difference of meaning, at least in this field. If a surface is transparent
it means that the pixelvalues of a surface below are not altered when
passing through. A translucent surface on the other hand will alter the
pixelvalues passing through, the values from the surface below and the
values from the translucent surface are blended into a final value. How
much depends on the level of translucency. Translucency is sometimes
also referred to as semi-transparency.

3.2 X-Window system

The X-Window system, or X, was developed at MIT in the beginning of the
1980s. The system in itself only provides functionality for drawing, moving
windows and handling mice, keyboards and other input devices. To function
properly X must at least be complemented with a window manager and prefer-
ably also a widget library to ease the drawing of the GUI.

Even if there is an official X-Window system the protocol is standardised
and there are several implementations available on different platforms. I have
chosen to look at the official XFree86 variant which is the one commonly used
on most open unix-like systems. I write official because of the unofficial branch
of XFree86 which was created recently. This new branch will modify the system
to use the window composition approach described in the first chapter.
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Damage repair

When it comes to the repainting of previously not visible windows or parts
of windows, one can identify two extreme ways of doing it. On the one side
there is the choice of not caching anything of the windows and on the other
side the choice of caching the content of all windows in offscreen memory. The
traditional implementations of X uses an approach quite close to the first one
so every time a window is exposed the server asks the application owning the
window to redraw the part that was exposed [1].

Update a window

A client who wishes to update one of its windows must go through the server,
all changes to the screen are done by the server. This way the server can avoid
unnecessary processing by discarding commands that would not matter. If a
client tries to update a part of a window that currently being hidden by some
other window the server can discard all of the draw-requests at an early stage.
If the window was later to be revealed the server will simply asks the client to
redraw the part by sending an Expose event [1].

Move a window

Moving a window could, in X, be broken down into two parts, first the actual
moving of the window and secondly the reparation of the parts previously hidden
by the window. When moving the window its bitmap is blitted to the new
location in the framebuffer [1]. This is often done very effectively in hardware
and is not the cause of any problems. It is rather the second part which may
introduce problems. When the window was moved it may have revealed parts
of one or more windows, X sends an Expose event to each of the clients with
windows revealed and they respond by sending back commands redrawing the
part. If the clients are unable to redraw their content fast enough, perhaps due
to complex content, parts of the window seem stay behind. Even if it is only
for a short while it can be disturbing and ugly [2].

Resize a window

Resizing a window is probably the one operation most difficult to get right.
According to Sören Sandmann1 there exists two types of lag in a resize operation
in X.

• Lagging between window frame and content.

• Lagging between mouse cursor and window frame.

The first type of lag is a result of the fact that the drawing of the window
frame is prioritised higher then the drawing of the content. There has been

1Discussion on the render@xfree86.org-mailinglist
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attempts of solving this type of lag by syncing the repainting of the frame and
the content and by double buffering. These attempts effectively eliminated the
first type of lag but what really happened is that it was converted to the second
type of lag. The real problem is that the reorganization and repainting of the
content takes too long.

Resizing a window in X generates two types of events; ConfigureNotify
and Expose. The ConfigureNotify event is sent when the window has actu-
ally changed its size and the client often reacts to this event by reorganizing its
content. In X the problem lies in the fact that too many events are generated,
or to be more precise, the client tries to react to more events then it can handle
[2].

Scale a window

Scaling of windows is not supported by the X-Window system itself and in
desktop environments which make use of scaled windows it is implemented by
drawing the window to an image which is then manually resized. An example
of a system which utilises this approach is the Enlightenment window manager.

Translucency

X lacks real support for translucency but does however have support for trans-
parency. When other window systems got support for translucency a few years
ago the transparency-support in X was used as a way of getting translucency.
X got the support for transparency through the Shape extension which makes
it possible for a window to have transparent areas. As the name suggests its
purpose is to enable non-rectangular windows, but by letting every other pixel
be transparent it creates a translucency-like effect. Not only is this not real
translucency but it is also really bad for performance. The Shape extension
is implemented by modifying the window clipping regions in the server which
are stored as lists of rectangles. Having complex transparent shapes results in
thousands of rectangles which slows down the server [3].

Another way of achieving translucency is by copying the background and
using it as a background of the window, an approach which has been used quite
a lot as eye-candy in terminal emulators.

None of these approaches provide translucency in a satisfactory way, so the
fact remains - X does not yet support translucency. Keith Packard did some
research on a way of bringing real general translucency to X and his proposed
solution was a form of window composition [3]. Even though this was done in
2000 none of his ideas and suggested changes has of yet made it into the official
branch of XFree86.
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3.3 Quartz Extreme

Quartz Extreme or simply QE, is the window system, or more precise, the
window composition system used in Mac OS X. It is interesting because it was
the first commercially used window system that took advantage of OpenGL in
the actual handling of windows.

Extensions

To ease the development and improve the performance of the system Apple
chose to develop and use extensions2 of OpenGL which may not yet have been
accepted into the OpenGL-specification.

• Texture rectangle
Normally the dimensions of a texture in OpenGL must be of the power of
two. The GL EXT texture rectangle extension allows textures to have any
width and height making it easier to represent a window with a texture.

• Client Storage
When creating a texture object one can choose to use client storage. By ac-
tivating client storage when creating a texture-object the need for OpenGL
to keep an internal copy of the texture-data is removed. When an appli-
cation uses the GL APPLE client storage-extension it basically agrees to
keep the texture-data in memory until the texture-object is deleted. Since
Quartz Extreme always keeps all window buffers in memory it is very well
suited to use this extension.

Being a composition system QE keeps every window buffer laying around in
order to have fast access to them when needed in the composition. As stated
in chapter one this requires a lot more of the system memory compared to a
system like X. To try and ease the memory requirements a bit the window server
compresses windows which have not been active for a while [7]. Windows are
quite easy to compress, a window with its content composed of normal widgets
such as text-fields and buttons have large areas of the same colour which means
that even a simple RLE3 algorithm could do a great job.

Damage repair

If the X-Window system took the first extreme approach to the problem of
repainting dirty windows by almost not caching anything, then Quartz Extreme
takes the second one by keeping every window buffered in a back store located
in the main memory. To get around, or at least ease, the problem with limited
video memory QE uses the client storage extension which relieves OpenGL from
securing a copy of the texture data itself [7].

2http://developer.apple.com/opengl/extensions
3Run Length Encoding, e.g. Green pixel * 150.
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Update a window

Unlike on the X-Window system drawing is not always done through a server
but instead the drawing is done directly to the shared window buffers. The
actual writing is most often done by the Quartz2D library which applications
use to draw but it is done by the applications and not by a server after receiving
commands from a client. When an update is done the window server is notified
and can redraw that area to the screen [8].

It is important to note that the drawing of the window content is not ac-
celerated by OpenGL, only the actual composition of the desktop is done using
OpenGL. The imaging model used in Mac OS X is one based on paths similar to
ones found in Postscript and PDF. The drawing libraries relies on heavy usage
of bezier-curves and there are no GPUs available that can relieve the CPU from
rendering these paths in an effective way [8].

Move a window

Since QE is a composition system and allows translucency in windows it would
not always be enough to, as in X, simply move the pixels of a window to a new
location in the framebuffer. When a window is moved the combined area of
the window before and after the move is damaged. This damage results in a
recomposition of everything in that area [7].

Resize a window

Compared to the lagging of the X-Window system Quartz Extreme only has the
second type, lagging between the mouse cursor and the window frame. Most of
the resizing problems found on Mac OS X can be traced back the graphically
complex GUI.

Scale a window

Scaling window is used quite a lot, mostly for effects when minimizing windows
and such but also for more practical things, some of which were briefly mentioned
in chapter one. When a window is scaled in QE its content is not rerendered in
that scale but rather just like when scaling a picture. When a texture is applied
so that it covers a surface from corner to corned it does so even if the surface
is not of the correct size to match the size of the texture. So to scale a window
QE can simply resize the surface that the texture is applied to and the window
content will be scaled automatically by OpenGL.

3.4 Fresco

Fresco is a window system with much of its underlying concepts based on ones
found in the GUI-toolkit InterViews [9] developed at the University of Stanford .
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Fresco, formerly known as Berlin [6], extended the usage of structured graphics
on toolkit-level and build an entire window system around the idea. Even if the
Fresco-project expresses a wish to replace the X-Window system in the future
it by no means tries to be backwards-compatible with it. It is by dropping the
goal of being compatible with older systems that Fresco has been able to take
new approaches to solving old problems.

Being based on structured graphics Fresco takes quite a different approach
to how the windows and their content are related. On other systems like X and
QE windows and their content are handled by different modules which are well
seperated from each other. In these systems a window is a special kind of object
in which content can be drawn, like a canvas and paint. Fresco on the other
hand has one unified way of handling all objects on the screen, a window is not
handled in a different way or by a different module than any other graphical
object, like a button, on the screen.

In practice the fact that Fresco is a structured graphics system means ev-
ery graphical object on the screen inherits directly or indirectly from the class
Graphic. A Graphic object is composed of a number of other Graphic objects
or self-represented by drawing primitives from the drawing library available in
Fresco4. An interesting thing with these objects is that they can be shared. This
means that a Graphic object can be at several places on the screen at once, a
feature that can reduce memory usage significantly [10] if used correctly.

These Graphic objects make up the nodes of a graph which represents the
entire scene. This scene-graph, a directed non-cyclic graph, is located5 on the
server so rendering the scene can be done without involving the clients directly.
The scene is rendered by the server which traverses the scene-graph and lets
the nodes of the graph convert themselves to fresco-specific drawing commands
which are later translated into OpenGL commands by a Drawingkit. A Draw-
ingkit is a Fresco-term for a module which translates the generic drawing com-
mands into something concrete, besides the OpenGL-kit there exists kits for e.g.
Postscript and SDL [11].

Damage repair

When a part of the screen has been damaged by e.g. a window being moved or
by a graphic updating its appearance the damaged region need to be redrawn.
In Fresco a damage ultimately results in a draw-traversal, this traversal starts
at the root of the graph and visits every node and sends a draw message to
each one [11]. The traversal needs to start at the root every time since Graphic-
objects in Fresco may be translucent and/or have an arbitrary shape, this means
a graphic located behind a damaged graphic may also by visible and therefore
also in need of redrawing. To be able to allow this and still avoid having to
redraw the entire screen Fresco performs the drawing traversal with clipping set
to the damaged region. Any graphic that does not intersect with the region can
be ignored since neither it nor its children needs to be updated [12].

4These primitives include rectangles, images, ellipses and paths
5Nodes can be located on some other location but it is not recommended from a perfor-

mance point of view
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Update a window

When a client wish to update its appearance it calls the need redraw command
on the Graphic to be updated which results in a damage to the screen in all
of the allocations of the graphic. It is also possible for a graphic to ask to be
redrawn at a specific region, a good thing when perhaps dealing with a graphic
containing a large image which has only been partly updated [11].

Move a window

If the window manager has been asked to move a window from point A to point
B it begins with damaging the area occupied by the window, it then alters the
scene-graph so that the window-graphic has the correct position. When this
is done it marks the new area of the window as damaged and orders a draw
traversal of the graph [11].

Resize a window

Resizing a window is done in a very similar way to when moving a window.
The original bounding box of the window is damaged and then merged with the
damage of the bounding box of resized window. Fresco does not have a special
traversal for layout, instead it has a combined drawing and layout solution.
During a traversal a graphic gets an region from its parent which determines
the size of the graphic. If a graphic is composed of several graphics it determines
the wanted allocation for each child during the traversal [12].

Scale a window

In Fresco a graphic can be transformed in many ways; rotated, inverted and
also scaled. A transformation performed on a node is also performed on all its
children [11]. And since a window is no different from any other graphic it is
no problem scaling a window. From a performance viewpoint transformations
in Fresco could be quite slow because of the fact that the entire window needs
to be traversed, transformed and redrawn.

Graphic f in figure 3.1 would be subjected to the accumulated transforma-
tion of T1,T2 and T3.

3.5 Summary

Both Fresco and Quartz Extreme often work in similar ways, none of them
allows applications to draw directly to the screen, instead changes made are
done to some form of offscreen buffer which is handled by the window server
and by it rendered to the screen. When moving a window the regions involved
are damaged and a re-rendering of these regions is performed. An important
difference which effects the move operation is how the damaged regions are
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Figure 3.1: How transformations accumulates in Fresco.

repaired. In both cases everything that intersects with the regions are redrawn
but in Fresco the time needed to repair a region very much depends on the
complexity of the graphics occupying the region. The more complex a graphic
is the more time it takes to completely redraw it, in QE on the other hand
which uses pre-rendered pixmaps, rendering a region of a certain size always
takes about the same time.

Scaling windows in Quartz Extreme is done by letting OpenGL display the
window buffer on a surface of different size, this is a fast and effective way
of scaling windows but it has its downsides since it is almost only possible to
downscale a window. It is of course technically possible to scale up a window
but it will result in a distorted window. Fresco overcomes this limitation by not
pre-rendering anything as bitmaps and using a drawing library based on vector
graphic. This, on the other hand, means that just like when moving a window
the time it takes to scale or perform another transformation depends on the
complexity of the content.

Feature X-Window system Quartz Extreme Fresco
Translucency No Yes Yes
Damage repair Involves client Server Server
Buffering No Pixels of window content Scene graph
Window model Pixel based Pixel based Vector based
Window scaling No Yes Yes
Window rotation No Yes Yes

Figure 3.2: Feature summary



Chapter 4

Prototypes

4.1 Goal of prototypes

The purpose the prototypes is partly to get a common ground to do tests on
but perhaps more importantly to get full control and being able to isolate the
functionality of interest. Without the overhead of the real life implementations
is it easier to identify the weak and strong sides of each approach. The real life
implementations all have features that is not bound to the approach but may
still have implications on performance. Fresco, the only real implementation
of the structured graphics-approach is also not, yet, in any way optimized for
performance and also not designed with OpenGL as its only output. Writing
prototypes with the exact functionality needed will also allow me to easily test
different variations of each approach.1

Note: All tests on the prototypes were run on a laptop with quite poor graphic
capabilites, the results are not meant to be used for anything else but comparison
with themselves.

4.2 Window composition approach

Even though Quartz Extreme does not use hardware acceleration for the con-
version of the internal model into pixels, rendering of the window content, it
is not impossible that with more advanced GPUs it will be done in the future.
Considering that, I wanted to find out what performance and possible overhead
the handling of windows as textures brings.

4.2.1 AGP vs. VRAM-storage

In most OpenGL environments it is, through extensions, possible to decide
where a texture should be stored. Normally when a texture object is defined

1Prototypes are available at http://surak.rsn.bth.se/master/
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the buffer is uploaded into the texture memory of the graphic card and kept
there until the texture object is deleted, making sure that the GPU has fast
access to it. But it is also possible to leave the buffer in the system memory and
have the GPU access it using AGP. And when using AGP-storage there exists
two ways of using the buffer, cached or shared. When using cached storage the
buffer is pulled into VRAM when needed and shared storage is, on the other
hand, accessed directly from system memory.

Even though the access of memory residing in system memory is quite a
bit slower compared to the texture memory on GPU it may mean a speed
increase because the updating of a texture is releaved of one data copy. Also
using the windows buffers from system memory directly eliminates the problems
associated with limited amount of texture memory.

4.2.2 Implementation

The implementation was done on Mac OS X in C++ utilising the OpenGL
and GLU frameworks. Since I was after the overhead brought to the window
composition by using textures I needed a prototype which could handle the most
basic functionality of a window composition system; drawing, updating, scaling
and resizing windows. To manage this the prototype consists of of the following
main classes.

• Server
The server is the central part and the composition engine. It is responsible
for allocating and de-allocating all window buffers and keeps track of all
windows. Since it is the part which actually does the composition of the
scene it is the part issuing all OpenGL calls. Because of this the server
keeps lists of both onscreen windows and damaged regions.

• Window
The purpose of the Window class is partly to hold the size and position
of each window but also to make dealing with the window buffer easier.

When a Window object is created it registers itself with the server and by
doing this it is given both an identifier and a content buffer. When this
registration is done the window is in principal ready to be displayed even
if its content should probably be filled with something.

The functionality of a window really needed in the prototype is move and
resize but besides those I added a colorise method which makes window
of a certain colour. The colorise method is there to make up for the lack
of a proper drawing-library and it simply fills the window buffer with the
pixel value specified.

Damage reparation

Damage repair is one of the functions of a window composition system upon
which almost every other function depend. Whenever a window updates its
content or in an other way alters its appearance the region affected by this
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change is reported to the server which adds the region to a list of damaged
regions. When repairing the screen this list of damaged regions is iterated and
for each region a composition is made.

When a region is composed the list of onscreen windows is traversed from
the bottom and every window intersecting with the region is drawn. To avoid
unnecessary drawing a Scissor call is made causing modifications only to be
made in the region of the screen being composed at the moment.

Drawing a window

Drawing a window is one part of composition process when repairing a region.
Drawing a window requires the window buffer to be applied to a surface in the
scene. So when drawing a window the texture object corresponding to, identified
using the id of the window, the current window is selected. A rectangular
polygon is created representing the window in size and position and at the same
time the texture object is mapped so that it covers the polygon.

Updating a window

When a change has been made to a window buffer the window reports this to
the server by requesting the changed region to be updated. The server proceeds
by updating the texture object through a TexSubImage2D-call which updates
the texture data. When this is done the updated region is added the list of
damaged region and later recomposed.

Resizing a window

In OpenGL texture objects, unlike display lists, are mutable objects, meaning
that various state-information and the actual texture-data of an texture can be
altered. For the size of a texture to be altered the rather expensive TexImage-
call must be made. This call will upload the entire window buffer into OpenGL
so before it is called to buffer must have been reallocated to suit the new size.

Scaling a window

A window has a setScale(float) method which sets sets the scale factor of the
window. This method also recalculates the mOccupiedRegion-member which as
the name suggests represents the region occupied by the window. This region
is precalculated because it is used very often, when composing this region is the
one being used to check if the window intersects and therefore should be in the
composition.

The change of the window is reported to the server which reacts by damaging
the combined region of the window before it was scaled and of the window in
the new scale. When the window is later drawn OpenGL automatically scales
the texture to fit the new size.
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4.2.3 Test results

When performing the tests I setup an environment consisting two windows and
executed the operations in question; resize, move, update and scale, on one win-
dow. These operations were repeated with changes to the window dimensions.

Figure 4.1: Two windows in the prototype

Pixels Resize (µs) Move (µs) Update (µs) Scale (µs)
100x100 4022 (2062) 2034 2023 2142
200x200 4305 (1948) 2549 2413 2397
300x300 5871 (1978) 2719 3733 2477
400x400 6366 (3624) 3944 4013 2906
500x500 7651 (7467) 3966 5303 3239
600x600 8793 (2496) 6355 6256 5572

Figure 4.2: AGP-storage (value within parentheses is without redrawing)

Pixels Resize (µs) Move (µs) Update (µs) Scale (µs)
100x100 4063 (2009) 2012 2122 1904
200x200 4649 (2427) 2354 2601 1995
300x300 6909 (4132) 2637 3803 2472
400x400 9814 (6577) 3218 6264 2846
500x500 13201 (9327) 3842 9384 3148
600x600 15828 (11095) 4824 14162 3877

Figure 4.3: VRAM-storage (value within parentheses is without redrawing)

From the results one can conclude that AGP-storage is not as expensive
as one could have guessed. It only drags down the results when it comes the
actual drawing and not very much. Redrawing an area of 600x600 pixels takes
6355µs (157fps) and 4824µs (208fps) using AGP-storage and VRAM-storage
respectively.
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On operations which alters the window-content the usage of AGP-storage
means an increase in performance since the update of the texture-data is done
without having to push all of the data to the texture memory of the graphic
device. The resize operation is not surprisingly the most time-consuming op-
eration but it is also the one operation which benefits the most from using
AGP-storage. From getting only around 67 frames per second when resizing a
window of 600x600 pixels using VRAM-storage switching to AGP-storage makes
the performance almost double, 115 fps. This is of course without the actual
rearrangement of the content. So these times are the actual overhead added
compared to a resize operation in a traditional window system.

Even if the AGP-storage slowed down the redrawing of an area with around
25% it would seem that pure redraw-operations like moving and scaling a win-
dow can both be performed at reasonable rate in any case. The important
thing to note is that the time it takes to redraw a region is only dependent on
the regions size and not its content. Compared to a traditional system which
involves to client at a redraw and by doing that may be slowed down due to
slow connection to the client or a very busy and poorly threaded client. This
fact means that the redisplay-problem, which is the root of the problems when
moving windows, is removed.

So using AGP-storage one does get reasonable frame-rates at all types of
functionality unlike when using VRAM-storage which really made the resize-
operation suffer. These frame-rates are very much dependent on the bandwidth
between the GPU and the system memory they will increase as the bandwidth
increases.

4.3 Structured graphics approach

From what I learned from studying the implementation of Fresco there were
mainly two things I wanted to get out of the prototype.

• How repair times are affected by increased complexity of graphics.

• How buffering could help improve these repair times.

As mentioned in the Fresco section above the scene graph needs to be tra-
versed from the root every-time the screen needs to be repaired. And even
though only nodes that intersect with the damaged region are asked to redraw
themselves and all of these are found locally on the server the repair-operation
can still take a while. Lets take moving a windows as an example, this is a
basic operation which should be very quick. Moving a windows from occupying
region A to occupying region B will result in a damage of the combined area of
A and B. The time to repair this area very much depends on the complexity of
the window graph.

In most normal widgetsets the same thing is true, a more complex widget
does take longer to redraw. But that is something noticed mostly when the
widget is modified (e.g. resized), when moving a window it is usually not re-
drawn by its application but instead its pixels are copied to the new location.
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But since Fresco supports translucency and has no way of buffering a graphic it
must be redrawn even when the graphic itself has not been modified e.g. when
moving a graphic.

4.3.1 Buffering using Display lists

A way of buffering graphics is needed to speed up critical repair-times when
moving and performing general redisplay. One way is to buffer the resulting
pixels of a traversion, this is pretty much the approach taken in a window
composition system. Using this kind of buffering in Fresco would mean a serious
breach of abstraction that would limit the functionality of Fresco and make the
mixing of 2D and 3D objects impossible since graphics would be limited to being
rendered on flat surface.

Another way, a way which has been discussed by some of the Fresco-developers,
is to buffer the model in a form closer to what OpenGL works with. The generic
model represented as a graph which is converted to OpenGL commands when
drawing. A traditional way of buffering commands in OpenGL is to use so called
display lists which is a way of compiling OpenGL commands for quick execution
[4]. But using display lists to buffer a dynamic model does have some negative
implications.

To optimize performance, an OpenGL display list is a cache of com-
mands rather than a dynamic database. In other words, once a
display list is created, it can’t be modified. If a display list were
modifiable, performance could be reduced by the overhead required
to search through the display list and to perform memory manage-
ment [4](Chapter 4).

What this means for the buffer approach is that everytime something has
changed in a buffered graphic the entire graphic must be made into a display list
again. This introduces some obvious overhead on some operations since every
node of a graphic would not have been visited in some cases.

Example: Lets say that we have a window with a table containing 100
cells and the content of one cell was updated. Normally this would result in a
traversal visiting 3 graphics; the window, the table and the cell in question. But
if the table was buffered the traversal would have to visit every single cell since
the buffer would have to be updated because the next time the table needed to
be redrawn it has to be enough to draw the buffer.

The prototype experiments with a way of buffering certain branches of the
graph to speed up repair of complex parts of the screen. I wanted to test
buffering on different levels of the graph to see where it would and would not
be suitable to buffer in this way.

Since Fresco makes use of so called DrawingKits which implement the actual
drawing of the scene graph in some form; OpenGL, SDL, Postscript to mention
some that exists today, buffering must be implemented in a way that it works
with DrawingKits that does perhaps not support any buffering of structures e.g.
Postscript.
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4.3.2 Implementation

Just as the window composition prototype this one is implemented in C++
using the OpenGL and GLU frameworks. Besides the pure data structures the
prototype used the design displayed in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Class diagram of the Structured Graphic prototype

To experiment with this approach of buffering I extended the DrawingKit
interface from Fresco with three new drawing commands, StartBuffer, EndBuffer
and CallBuffer. Those three together with a few more commands make up the
Canvas-class which is a stripped down implementation of a DrawingKit from
Fresco. Having the buffer commands in the DrawingKit leaves the decision
of what to buffer up to the creator of a graphic and the graphic is also itself
responsible for making sure the buffer is updated when needed. In the prototype
I implemented a window graphic which buffered all of its contents, the actual
buffering-code for this is quite straightforward.

if(damaged)
{

canvas.startBuffer(id);
content.draw();
canvas.endBuffer();

}
else
{

canvas.callBuffer(id);
}
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Like any other draw-commands in prototype the new commands will, when
performed on the canvas, result in draw-objects being pushed onto a que which
will be executed when the repair is flushed.

The startBuffer(id) message will result in a StartBuffer command-object
being added to the que of drawing commands, when executed this object will
result in a call to glNewList(id, GL COMPILE EXECUTE) and in the same
way endBuffer and callBuffer(id) messages will result in corresponding objects
and calls.

4.3.3 Test results

To test the buffering I put together a scene containing a table graphic with a
number of rows and columns. table graphic, with varying number of rows and
columns, was placed in a window graphic which, when executing the test, was
completely redrawn.

Figure 4.5: Window graphic with a 100 cell table

The test was executed with three variations.

• Unbuffered redraw, the normal case when no buffering is done.

• Redraw from buffer

• Update of buffer, simulates a redraw with a damaged branch.

Nbr of cells Unbuffered(µs) From buffer(µs) Update of buffer(µs)
100 4128 2156 7783
400 12599 10605 25218
1600 57728 22045 104473
6400 205052 95450 374294
10000 259436 127234 540537
25600 655171 325313 1439599

Figure 4.6: Measurements on Structured Graphic prototype

The results clearly shows the problem with having to traverse a graphic each
time it needs to be redisplayed. Using display lists to speed up this display works
to some degree, the time to redisplay is cut in half. But the price of having to
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keep the buffers up to date is quite steep. The time to recompile a graphic into
a display list and at the same time execute it takes as long as rendering.

So even if the usage of display lists results in a 100% speed increase when
redisplaying a graphic the price of maintaining this display list is too high, at
least at a window level. This type of buffering could only be used on lower
branches, complex graphics with little och no internal alteration.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

OpenGL is becoming used more and more as the rendering component in win-
dow systems. In spite of this there is really only two different approaches of
how it is used. The most commonly used one is the use of OpenGL as the fun-
damental base of a window composition system. This approach is quite popular
since is compatible with systems based on pixels and therefore easy to use by
traditional systems. It efficiently solves the problem of redisplay associated with
traditional systems and introduces ways of implementing features like scaling
and translucency.

The second approach is a more basic form in which a generic model de-
scribing lines, rectangles, paths and more is drawn using OpenGL. This ap-
proach provides a more free environment and not limited to only containing
flat window-objects. The model used in such a system could contain both 2D
and 3D-objects, something that offers a solution flexible for changes of window
systems in the future. But this flexibility comes with the price of lower perfor-
mance. A way to increase the performance of redisplay is to buffer objects so
that they do not need to be completely rerendered. The window composition
approach uses a buffering which keeps pixel-content of every window in memory.
But if one wishes to keep the ability to have a mixture of 2D and 3D-objects on
the desktop it is not possible to use buffering of the rendered pixels of the objects
since that flattens every object buffered. My experiments using display lists to
buffer branches of the model showed that even if the time to redisplay a buffered
branch was cut in half the cost of keeping the buffer updated was high. This
fact makes this technique unsuitable on branches which are frequently altered.

The use of OpenGL is often seen as something which will solve all problems
of window systems and yes OpenGL has shown both in real life window systems
and in prototypes that it does enable new functionality to be implemented with
good performance. But it does not solve everything. When resizing windows
the problem of slow widget-sets still remain, using window composition one may
be able to resize an empty window at a reasonable frame rate but the window
still have to be filled with content.

OpenGL is clearly quite suitable for use in some window systems. In the
case with a composition system OpenGL does add some overhead to the resize-
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process but does on the other hand provide a fast redisplay-process. This over-
head is largely due to the of lack of sufficient bandwidth between the GPU and
the system memory. But as this bandwidth is increased so is also the perfor-
mance of the resize and redisplay processes.

The problem of the Structured Graphics-approach is more complex and
harder to solve. It needs a way to buffer windows and other structures and
at the same time still allow mixing of 2D and 3D-object in the scene. The
normal way of buffering structures in OpenGL by the use of display lists was
shown not suitable because of the cost of keeping the buffers updated.

5.1 Future work

There are several paths within this subject which need to be explored, how can
OpenGL be extended to be better suited for usage in systems similar to Fresco
and Quartz Extreme. Fresco would benefit greatly from a new type of mutable
display lists, even if this could have a negative effect on performance compared
to normal display lists it could mean an overall performance increase in Fresco.
Even other ways of buffering structures in Fresco could be explored.

In my experiments I did not look into any of the techniques of saving mem-
ory like texture compression and other ways available in window composition
system. Exploring these and possibly new ones and how they affect performance
would be worth looking into.
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